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Abstract — In order to improve the accuracy and computational efficiency of the credit risk assessment model in an environment of 
large data, a parallel convolution neural network (CNN) model for credit risk assessment based on Mapreduce framework is 
proposed. First, the framework of Mapreduce parallel system and its composition module are given; secondly, the convolution 
neural network is introduced, and the parallel computing model of credit risk assessment is built based on the Mapreduce parallel 
system framework. Finally, by comparing the experimental results on the credit risk assessment test set of ICBC, the proposed 
algorithm is shown to have: i) higher assessment accuracy, ii) lower assessment error and iii) less computational time. The 
effectiveness of the proposed algorithm is thus verified. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

With the continuous development of credit business for 
commercial bank, credit risk assessment has become the 
focus of attention. In recent years, credit risk assessment has 
become the main method to assess credit risk, increase cash 
flow and reduce default rate of financial institutions. In the 
process of credit risk assessment, the accuracy of the 
assessment model has a great impact on the profit of 
financial institutions; if the accuracy of the financial 
institutions can be improved for only one percent, it often 
can save a lot of damages of the financial institutions. Main 
steps of credit risk assessment are: training on the history 
customer's data (including default and non-default 
customers) to get the model, so as to get the potential 
relationship between customer defaults and customer 
attributes. According to this potential relationship, the 
classification model can be obtained to predict whether a 
new user will default. 

Many studies have proved that artificial intelligence 
models can be used for credit risk assessment. The common 
application of artificial intelligence model in credit risk 
assessment includes: decision-making tree, case-based 
reasoning, artificial neural network, support vector machine, 
etc. Different from the statistical model, the artificial 
intelligence model does not need the assumption of variable 
distribution, and can get knowledge directly from the 
training data set. In the credit risk assessment, especially 
when the problem of credit risk assessment is a nonlinear 
model, the performance of the artificial intelligence model is 
often better than the statistical model. 

In this regard, this paper proposes a parallel 
convolutional neural network (CNN) model of credit risk 
assessment based on Mapreduce framework, using CNN 

algorithm under the framework of Mapreduce parallel 
system to achieve the high efficiency and accuracy of 
calculation for the credit risk assessment. 

 

II. MAPREDUCE PARALLEL FRAMEWORK 

In the algorithm design processes, based on the using 
perspective of the users, achieve the top-down analysis of the 
system needs. Subsequently, achieve the effective division of 
the system based on the system needs: 4 groups of modules 
for system feature extraction, system storage, system query 
and system index; and then, based on the support technology, 
the system dependent components are derived. In this regard, 
achievement of parallel computing framework of the overall 
system based on the bottom-up design approach is shown as 
in Fig 1. 

According to the parallel framework of Fig. 1, the above 
four groups of modules are dependent on each other, with no 
one dispensable; in addition to the system queries module in 
the parallel framework, other modules are established based 
on the Hadoop framework, mainly including the following 
modules: 

(1) System storage module. Function of this module in 
the system is mainly to realize the document data storage, 
feature data extraction and index. (2) System feature 
extraction module. Function of this system mould is mainly 
to extract the document feature, and the data is uploaded on 
the HDFS system structure. (3) System index module. 
Construct the corresponding index to the extracted feature 
database. (4) System query module. Based on the B/S 
algorithm architecture, design the system query module, 
divided into 3 components of the feedback device, the query 
device and the operation interface. 
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Figure 1. System parallel framework. 

 

III. PERSONAL CREDIT RISK ASSESSMENT 

MODEL OF PARALLEL CONVOLUTION NEURAL 

NETWORK MODEL 

A. Characteristics of Convolution Neural Networks 

The design of convolution neural network is inspired by 
the early time delay neural network, and it is a special kind 
of deep neural network model. On the one hand, the 
connection between the neurons is sparse; on the other hand, 
the weights of the connections between certain neurons in 
the same layer are shared; by exploring the correlation in the 
data space, the number of trainable parameters is reduced, 
and the efficiency of the optimization algorithm is improved. 

Convolution networks (CNN) enforce the use of sparse 
connectivity patterns between adjacent two layers to exploit 
the spatial local properties of the signals; in Fig. 1, the 
hidden layer unit in the mth layer is only connected to the 
local area of the input unit in the (m-1) th layer; these local 
regions of the (m-1) th layer are called spatial continuous 
acceptance domain; if the first (m-1) th layer is an input 
layer, the width of acceptance domain in the .th layer is 3, 
that is, each unit of the layer is connected to the 3 
neighboring neurons of the input layer only, the mth layer has 
a similar link rule with the (m+1) th layer; this structure 
constraints the learned features in the local space model. 

 

 

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of sparse link 

As can be seen from Fig. 2, stacking of a number of such 
layers will make the local space gradually become global. As 
shown in Fig. 3, each sparse filter will cover the global visual 
field through sharing the weight; these shared weights form a 
feature map; the repeating unit can identify features without 
considering its location in the visual field, so that we can 
more effectively extract features, greatly reducing the 
number of variables required to learn. 

Network structures of sparse link and weight sharing 
makes the convolution neural network more similar to the 
biological neural network, reducing the complexity of the 
network model, reducing the number of weights, with a high 
degree of invariance for the translation, scaling, tilt or other 
forms of deformation. In addition, by optimizing the 
convolution kernel of the network, the feature of the noise 
robust can be obtained. 
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram of weight sharing 

B. Convolution Neural Network Model 

The convolution neural network is divided into two parts; 
feature extraction part is responsible for learning the 
effectiveness of credit risk assessment to contribute to the 
classification results; feature classification part classifies the 
credit risk assessment accurately by using the extracted 
features. The two cooperate with each other to complete the 
morphological classification of the credit risk assessment. 
Because the convolution neural network is used to deal with 
two-dimensional data, it must be adjusted to be used to deal 
with one-dimensional signal. 

Feature extraction part is composed of the convolution 
layer and the down sampling layer. Convolution layer (C 
layer) can be seen as a fuzzy filter, to achieve the feature 
enhancement and noise reduction of the original signal. In 
the convolution layer, the feature vector on the previous layer 
and the convolution kernel of the current layer are 
convoluted; result of convolution operation forms the feature 
map of this layer after the activation function. The output of 
the convolution layer can be expressed by the following 
formula: 
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Down sampling layer (s layer) uses the principle of local 
correlation to carry out down sampling of the data; while 
reducing the dimension of data, retain the useful information 
and use pooling technology to maintain the features, so as to 
have the features of displacement, scaling and invariance. 
Down sampling layer has the function of extracting second-
time features. The spatial resolution between the hidden 
layers is decreased, and the formula is: 

 1( ( ) )l l l l
j j j jx f down x b     (3) 

Where,  down   is the down sampling function; l
j  is the 

weighting coefficient; l
jb  is the bias coefficient. 

Fig. 4 is a neural network model constructed for credit 
risk assessment classification, including the input layer, the 
convolution layer, the sampling layer and the output layer. 
The input of each neuron is connected with the output of the 
previous layer, and the local feature is extracted. 3 
convolution kernels with the lengths of 15 sampling points 
are distributed in the convolution layer Cl; the input is the 
candidate segment of credit risk assessment for 116 sampling 
points, to output 3 feature vectors with a length of 102 
sampling points; down sampling layer Sl conducts pooling 
operation to the feature vectors output by the C1 layer, and 
the feature vectors are compressed into 51 sampling points. 3 
convolution kernels with the lengths of 22 sampling points 
are distributed in the convolution layer C2, and the output is 
9 feature vectors with a length of 30 sampling points. Feature 
vector after the convolution goes through another time of 
pooling by S2 layer, and is finally sent into the output layer 
to calculate the classification results. This kind of 
convolution neural network has two feature extraction 
structures, which makes the network have a high distortion 
tolerance to the input data in recognizing. 
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Figure 4. Convolution neural network structure 

C. Training Algorithm 

Convolution neural network is the mapping of the input 
to the output, able to train with labeled data under the 
premise of not needing the exact mathematical expression 
between the input and the output, to construct the mapping 
relation between the input and the output pairs. As shown in 
Fig. 4, the convolution neural network training process is as 
follows: 

Step 1: before the start of training, set each weight W and 
the threshold value parameter   that might be used in the 
subsequent steps as the random number approximating 0 and 
initialize the convolution neural network model. 

Step 2: randomly take 100 samples from the training set 
to form a training group to be the input to join the 
convolution neural network, and specify the output vector of 
the target at the same time. 

Step 3: use the formula (1~3) to calculate the actual 
output vector, comparing with the output vector of the given 
target, and calculate the adjustment amount of error E, 
weight W and threshold value  . 
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Where,   is the learning rate; j is the neural unit in the 
hidden layer; k is the neural unit in the output layer; M is the 
number of the neural unit in the output layer; jh  is the output 
vector in the hidden layer; W is the weight that needs to be 
adjusted;   is the threshold value that needs to be adjusted. 

Step 4: determine whether meeting the accuracy 
requirements: 
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Where, E is the total error function; ky  is the output 
vector; kd  is the target vector. If it does not meet the 
requirements, return Step 3 and continue for iteration; if it 
meets the requirements, the training is finished; preserve the 
weight and the threshold value; it is considered that each 
weight is stable and the classifier is formed. When training 
again, directly output the weight and the threshold value 
from the file; there is no need to be initialized. 

D. Building of Parallel Model 

In order to enable the data mining technology mines out 
mining potential risk factors and the valuable laws from 
massive data traffic, it shall be carried out by plans in 
accordance with the process of data mining, as shown in Fig. 
5. 
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Figure 5. Personal credit risk assessment model. 

 

The design of risk model in the whole process of data 
mining is described in details as in the following: 

Step 1, carry out business understanding and target 
positioning for the items that need to be conducted with risk 
assessment. Master the characteristics of the risk items that 
need to be assessed, so as to select the risk assessment 
indexes and data range in a pointed manner. This paper 
mainly aims at the personal credit default problem to carry 
out the assessment; the assessment target and the data that 
are needed come from the personal credit business record of 
the commercial bank. 

Step 2, the construction of the credit risk model index 
system; this paper assesses the personal credit risk; it shall be 
combined with the characteristics of commercial banks and 
the reality of personal credit, to construct a personal loan risk 
assessment index system, involving basic personal 
information, education level, income and other related 
indexes. 

Step 3, select the sample data. According to the definition 
of the problem of personal credit default risk, this paper 
selects two kinds of data samples, which are non-default 
record and default record. 

Step 4, select the relevant indexes of the model through 
the information gaining method. In view of the different 
influence degree of the alternative index to the personal 
credit default, find out the index that has large influence 
degree. Then, according to the degree of the contribution, 
further remove the indexes of small impact and retain the 
significant indexes; substitute into the model after processing 
and transformation, so as to improve the predictive accuracy 
of the model results. 

Step 5, establish parallel convolution neural network 
model through the index data after screening. Through the 
training sample data, the risk assessment model with good 
practicability and high accuracy is simulated. 

Step 6, assess the established personal credit risk models, 
and finally popularize to the practice and application of the 
personal credit risk assessment. 

 

IV. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS 

A. Sample Data and Evaluation Index 

Data of this paper come from the Credit Department of 
the Head Office of the ICBC as well as the Nangang Branch 
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in Harbin of the Heilongjiang Branch of ICBC. Data retrieval 
conditions of the collection are: ①sample industry scope: 
type C industry - manufacturing industry; ② loan type: 
short-term loan (one year and shorter); ③ loan payment date: 
January 1, 2013 to January 31 , 2013;  loan balance 
deadline: August 13, 2014; ⑤ loan method: divided into four 
methods credit, security, mortgage and pledge according to 
the General Principles of Loans; ⑥ loan amount: the actual 
granted amount of the loan; ⑦ loan balance: determine the 
loan balance of the loss till August 13, 2014; ⑧ loan form: 
the full name and code of the form for the loan at present; 
identify the enterprise's unique identification code;  
statement date and statement: corporate balance sheet and 
profit and loss statement in December 31, 2013. After 
collecting and sorting, a total of 636 samples are obtained, 
involving about RMB 16 billion of loan. 

In this paper, the three types of measure indexes that are 
common in the credit risk assessment field are chosen to be 
the standard to measure the model; the three indexes include 
Average, Type I error and Type II error. Specific definition 
form is as: 

 
TP TN
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TP FP FN TN
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B. Experimental Analysis 

First, the sample data are conducted with robust 
processing. Since the sample data obtained in this paper have 
relatively larger data capacity, each index value range is 
relatively wide, and the data have certain smoothness, choose 
two-time and three-time the standard deviation test method 
to remove the abnormal data, and finally get 167 sample 
data. The function surface after training is shown as in Fig. 6. 

 

 

Figure 6. Function surface after training 

Compare with LBW, LOG, and BPNN. Simulation 
results of the three indexes shown in Formula (7~9) are as in 
Table 1. 

TABLE 1. CREDIT DATA TEST RESULTS 

Algorithm model Average  1_Type error  2 _Type error  Std Time Rank 

LR 81.69% 18.76% 17.64% 6.59% 15.6s 4 

LOG 82.64% 17.72% 17.13% 6.34% 13.4s 3 

BPNN 81.28% 19.67% 17.19% 6.27% 11.5s 2 

Algorithm in this paper 89.57% 11.43% 15.24% 5.18% 5.9s 1 

 
According to the comparison of calculated data in Table 

1, it can be seen that, as for Average  index, the accuracy of 
algorithm in this paper is 89.57%, which is significantly 
higher than that of contrast algorithm of 81.28%~82.64%. As 
for 1_Type error  index, the accuracy of algorithm in this 
paper is 11.43%, which is significantly lower than that of 
contrast algorithm of 17.72%~19.67%. As for 2 _Type error  
index, the accuracy of algorithm in this paper is 15.24%, 
which is slightly lower than that of contrast algorithm of 
17.13%~17.64%. And the algorithm in this paper has a 
higher value on the Std index, which shows that the 
algorithm has better stability. In terms of computational 
efficiency, the algorithm in this paper is only 5.9s, while the 
contrast algorithm is more than 10s, which reflects the high 
computational efficiency of parallel computing. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper proposes a parallel convolution neural 
network (CNN) model for credit risk assessment based on 
Mapreduce framework and designs the credit risk assessment 

model of parallel computation based on the Mapreduce 
parallel system framework; the experimental results verify 
the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. In the design 
and implementation process of the algorithm in this paper, 
the test set is collected; the focus of the future research is 
how to carry on the connection with the data in the real 
system, carry on the assessment software development, and 
realize the credit risk on-line assessment and the real-time 
warning. 
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